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Group A
bashful (adjective) uneasy around others; 

shy
charity (noun) a generous giving to those 

who are poor, ill, or otherwise in need
consumer (noun) a buyer and a user of 

goods and services
formless (adjective) having no regular 

form or shape
liberty (noun) freedom; the right or 

power to do as one chooses
luxury (noun) 1. extra comfort; 

2. beauties of life beyond what is 
necessary

precious (adjective) of great value; 
cherished

relish (noun) strong-flavored food that 
adds taste to other food;
(verb) 1. to like the flavor of; 2. to like 
or enjoy

satisfactory (adjective) good enough to 
fulfill desires, hopes, demands

transport (verb) to carry from one place 
to another; 
(noun) the act of bringing something 
from one place to another

Group B
allegiance (noun) faithfulness or loyalty 

to someone or something
chemical (noun) a substance that may be 

combined with others to create new 
substances

climate (noun) the kind of weather a 
place has; environment

equator (noun) an imaginary circle 
around the middle of the earth

galaxy (noun) a collection of billions of 
stars

geography (noun) the study of the 
earth’s surface, climate, people, 
continents, and products

horizon (noun) where the earth and sky 
seem to meet

invisible (adjective) not visible; not able to 
be seen

prey (noun) an animal hunted for food
reflect (verb) 1. to give back or throw 

back light, heat, or sound; 2. to send 
back an image or a likeness

Additional Words
Challenge Words
aroma (noun) a fragrance
deface (verb) to damage; to spoil the 

appearance of
dismantle (verb) 1. to pull down; 2. to 

take something apart
enlighten (verb) 1. to make clear; 2. to 

inform; 3. to instruct
obstinate (adjective) stubborn; not giving 

in

Word Study: Homophones

Homophones are words that have 
the same pronunciation, but a 
different meaning and spelling.

piece (noun) one of the parts into which 
a thing is divided

peace (noun) freedom from war
waste (verb) to make poor use of; to 

spend uselessly
waist (noun) the part of the human body 

between the ribs and the hips
aisle (noun) passage between rows of seats
isle (noun) a small island


